
American Welding Society's
2nd Annual Bowling FUNDRAISER

The DetailsThe Basics

When:  Saturday February 17, 2018 $20** per person ($15** for students) includes: 
Time: 5-7 pm Bowling for two hours

Where: Parkway Lanes Dinner
2555 S 48th St, Lincoln NE 68506 Prizes
48 Bowl - Bowling, Food, Fun in Lincoln, NE 9 pin no tap, baker's format, 4-5 people per team
402.483.7763

Why:

       BURGERS!!!
Company Advertisement opportunities…

Participant

Name: Email:

Yes, I plan to participate ($20.00/$15.00)
I'd like to sponsor a lane for the night ($60.00) Sponsor Name:
I'd like to donate $

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED: $ (Payments due prior to bowling.)

The proceeds from the Bowling Tournament will be 
utilized to support the Southeast Nebraska AWS 
Section Scholarship Fund.

9 pin no tap

In the Baker System, team members take turns 
bowling frames within one game (as opposed to five 
bowlers bowling separate games). Each bowler 
bowls one frame at a time, regardless of the number 
of pins on the lane (i.e. if Player A throws a strike, 
he/she completes the frame, and then Partner B 
bowls the next frame, and so on).

In this game the bowler does not need to knock 
down all ten pins to score a strike. A no-tap value is 
assigned to the game, which states the number of 
pins you must knock down to score a strike, with 9 
pin no-tap, if 9 pins are knocked down, it is scored 
as a strike.

Raffle tickets will be available for purchase, prizes 
include fabricated palm trees, fire rings, and more!

Baker's format

After 3 games, the top half of teams with the 
highest combined score will play an additional two 
games (teams that do not advance to semi's can still 
continue bowling). Then the teams with the highest 
combined score of those two games will play for the 
championship! 

Bracket style

towards give aways or provide a give away

         **Minimum age is 12 and must be accompanied by an adult. AWS membership is not required.

Fill out this portion and email or submit directly to Chase Einspahr/ceinspahr@lcn.kmmfg.com, Dan Zabel/dzabel@southeast.edu, or Adam Scheele/ascheele@southeast.edu

Last year's winners
4G STEEL FABRICATION LLC
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